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APPOINTMENT...Lexie Morris, pictured left, and Louise Foote will be the driving force
behind the establishment of Uni Hub Spencer Gulf in Port Augusta.

One step closer for Port Augusta
Port Augusta is one step closer to the
opening of a community-owned tertiary
education centre next year with the
appointments of two project coordinators.
Lexie Morris and Louise Foote will be the
driving force behind the establishment
of Uni Hub Spencer Gulf Port Augusta – a
university hub providing support to those
wanting to study at a tertiary level, without
leaving the region.
Ms Morris and Ms Foote will work closely
with secondary schools and industry
to identify the local tertiary education
demands. This will enable Uni Hub Spencer
Gulf to work with its university partners to
offer the courses that best meet these local
needs.
Ms Morris said she believes that education
was key in upskilling, retaining and
cultivating people in the region to improve
continuity in the professional work force

and access to local services.
“I am excited about being able to help
unearth and support the human resources
we already have here in Port Augusta,” she
said.
Ms Foote knows first-hand the challenges
associated with studying tertiary education
while living regionally. She finished a
Bachelor of Management (Human Resource
Management) and a Master of Management
(Administrative Management) via distance
education while living in Port Augusta.
“I am excited by the opportunities the
Uni Hub can offer school leavers and their
families, people wanting to upskill, mature
learners and industry,” she said.
“It will allow students to complete
their tertiary qualifications at home, in a
supported and safe environment.”
For more information about Port Augusta’s
hub, call 1800 515 251.

Ongoing support for Port Pirie students
Congratulations to our Port Pirie
students who have made it to
the halfway point of term 1 of the
university year.
Uni Hub Spencer Gulf’s faceto-face tutorials have been well
received and planning is now
underway for another round of
tutorials to coincide with endof-term assessments and exam
revision.
One of the many benefits
of studying through Uni Hub
Spencer Gulf is the face-to-face
tutorials, run by local experts in TUTORIAL...Physiological science students take
the field, tailored to the student part in a tutorial session as part of Uni Hub Spencer
study requirements.
Gulf’s ongoing support to its students.

Port Augusta - we need your
help!
We are calling on local
industry and community to
complete a three minute
survey to help shape the
future of Uni Hub Spencer
Gulf’s Port Augusta campus.
This will enable us to work
with our university partners
to offer the courses that best
meet these local needs.
Visit our Facebook page or
our website for the survey link.

Pathway to Uni
Skills for Tertiary Education
Preparatory Studies (STEPS) is
an enabling course, provided
by CQUniversity, that provides
a pathway for people wishing
to gain entry to, and succeed
at, university.
STEPS is suitable for those
who may be returning to
study or work after some
time away; need to meet
prerequisite
subjects
for
their desired diploma or
degree; or who want some
additional support to gain
the knowledge, skills and
confidence to successfully
enter and undertake further
study.
For more information, refer
to CQUniversity’s website
www.cqu.edu.au/steps

Exam service
Uni Hub Spencer Gulf
provides a professional and
convenient
examination
service for tertiary students
undertaking
academic
examinations.
This includes a quiet and
comfortable
examination
room and a supervising
Examination Officer. For more
information, call 1800 549
997.

